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INTEGRAL’s Earth Observations
4 similar CXB occultation observations in Jan-Feb 2006
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Churazov et al. (2007)



al. 1997) and by Swift/BAT (Ajello et al. 2008) (see

Fig. 9 of Türler et al. (2010) for a comparison with

INTEGRAL results). The problem with all these de-

terminations is that they rely on prior assumptions

of either the spectral shape of the CXB and/or the

Earth emission components. There are therefore still

quite important systematic uncertainties in the results

of all Earth occultation studies, including the ones of

INTEGRAL.

Nevertheless, INTEGRAL has not yet exploited its

potential in this field. With its unique high-altitude

orbit and a field-of-view that is large enough to in-

clude the full Earth, it is in a prime position to make

the best, most model independent measurements of

the CXB via Earth occultation. The analysis meth-

ods are now mature and validated by the previous

publications by Churazov et al. (2007) and Türler et

al. (2010), but there is a need of more observations,

ideally away from the Galactic plane for what con-

cerns the CXB analysis, to make a big improvements

and push down both the statistical and systematic un-

certainties on the results. The observation period of

AO-8 is also better with respect to the solar cycle (see

below), which will further allow us to extend the de-

termination of the CXB to higher energies (towards

200-300 keV or so) especially with SPI.

Scientific objectives (2): Earth
emission

Cosmic rays interacting with the Earth atmo-

sphere create numerous secondary charged particles.

The produced electrons create X rays photons by

bremsstrahlung. The produced meson decay produces

gamma ray photons. The aurora creates low energy

photons mostly near the magnetic poles. The flux

and geographical distribution of the Earth gamma ray

emission depends from the solar activity. The aurora

part can be varying over rather short periods. The

visible part of the Earth is a changing function of the

orbit and the attitude of the spacecraft. All those

effects are difficult to predict (see Monte-Carlo pre-

diction Sazonov et all 2007) both in spectrum and in

intensity.

One of the essential results of the performed obser-

vations was measurements of the Earth emission due

to intrinsic Earth atmosphere emission due to bom-

bardment by the cosmic rays and reflection of the

CXB flux from the Earth atmosphere. The latter spec-

tral component significantly complicates the analysis

of the Earth-occulted data and extraction of the CXB

spectrum. This complication occurs due to fact that

at hard X-rays INTEGRAL effectively measures the

flux difference between the CXB brightness (occulted)

and the Earth brightness due to cosmic ray bombard-

ment (added). At the highest energies (>100 keV)

Earth brightness dominates and we should be very

solid about the shape of the Earth emission compo-

nent in order to be able to make secure decomposition

of the INTEGRAL detector count rates into these sev-

eral components.

Figure 3: Predicted total X-ray spectral surface bright-
ness of the Earth (solid lines) - sum of cosmic ray-induced
atmospheric emission (dotted lines) and the reflected CXB
radiation (dashed lines). For details see Sazonov et al.
(2007).

The increased level of the solar activity results in

the decreased flux of low energy cosmic rays, which,

in turn, leads to the reduced brightness of the cosmic-

ray induced emission from the Earth’s atmosphere

(Fig. 3). Therefore, the region of dominance of the

CXB over the intrinsic emission of the Earth’s atmo-

sphere during such periods moves to higher energy.

The measurement of the Earth atmospheric gamma-

ray emission itself during Solar maximum would be

very valuable to evaluate the potential of the Earth

disk as a calibrator for gamma-ray missions. For in-

stance, the independent INTEGRAL measurement of

the Earth emission is valuable for Fermi observations

at higher energies for all 3 diffuse emission components

(CXB, Earth and GRXE).

Previous observations of the Earth were performed

almost during the Solar minimum (see Fig. 4), there-

fore the brightness of the Earth atmosphere was al-

most maximal. We can expect the maximum of the

Solar activity to be at the end of 2011 - 2014, which

will effectively reduce the brightness of the Earth.

The new observations proposed here will allow us

to test the results of Monte-Carlo simulations for the

cosmic-ray induced emission and in particular, when

compared to the 2006 data, the expected dependence

on the solar activity. Concerning the albedo compo-

nent – the reflection of the CXB by the Earth – a

higher normalization was derived in the analysis of

Türler et al. (2010) compared to the expectations of
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Why redo new Earth observations ?
1) Gain on systematics

● EO of 2006 done near the 
Gal. bulge at solar minimum
‣degeneracy from presence of 
the Gal. ridge & point sources
‣ max. Earth atmosph. emiss. 
from cosmic rays (@ > 70 keV)
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Sazonov et al. (2007)
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Why redo new Earth observations ?
2) Gain on statistics with 4x more observations
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Why redo new Earth observations ?
2) Gain on statistics with 4x more observations
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Comparison of EOs of 2012 vs. 2006

●We extracted 
detector lightcurves 
of all 3 high-E inst. 
for all 5 EOs of 2012

‣Unlike for EOs of 
2006, the CXB 
occultation is not 
seen in the data

‣JEM-X has auroral 
emission sometimes 
also seen in ISGRI and 
SPI

‣SPI/ACS shows now a 
decay also seen in 
IBIS counts above ~60 
keV
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EOs of 2012 are all different !

‣EO 2.1 has 
strong early 
instr. bkg. + 
aurorae

‣EO 2.3 has 
moderate 
variability, 
but still no 
CXB occult.

‣EO 2.4 starts 
well, but has 
then a big 
particle event 
(also in SPI/
ACS and 
IREM)
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Origin of the problem ?

●The new Earth observations were supposed to give a clearer 
signal away from the Galactic plane, at solar maximum, BUT:

‣ The change of the spacecraft orbit over time imply now about 
twice longer observations starting later when the Earth is 
already near the centre of the FoV, i.e. at max. occultation

● the Earth passage will give rising count rates that can be blended 
by radioactive decay of s/c material excited in the radiation belts

‣ A perturbed space weather affects strongly the 4 first new EO

● Our attempt to subtract the background by computing the 
difference of two parts of the ISGRI detector was not successful

‣ The higher solar activity results also in more likely aurorae 
affecting JEM-X and likely also IBIS & SPI observations

● although likely interesting in itself, it alters CXB measurements
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EO 2.5 (Nov.) is interesting

‣Strong 
variability 
not in SPI/
ACS and 
IREM
‣Very strong 
in JEM-X 
when Earth 
in FoV
‣Only in one 
part of ISGRI 
detector 
when in 
PCFoV

! Most likely 
auroral 
emission
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First (?) auroral spectrum 3-100 keV from space

● Just extracting the excess outburst flux yields a high S/N 
spectrum up to ~100 keV with JEM-X and IBIS.
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Two bremsstrahlung spectra fit well:

kT~6 keV

kT~19 keV

Preliminary
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Imaging aurorae is possible
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EARTH

Niels Lund for JEM-X Team (Feb. 2006)

←SPI Earth “hole” in CXB
CESR & SPI Team (Feb. 2006)

JEM-X Earth 
“images” with 

weak aurora in 
EO 1.2 of 2006 →

EO 1.1

EO 1.2
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How to continue ?

● Performing pre-perigee observations would be much better
‣ bigger Earth in FoV & shorter obs. time
‣ and no radioactive decay from s/c material affecting the post-

perigee detector counts of JEM-X, ISGRI and SPI
●BUT: it looks like the major show stoppers are now aurorae
‣Measuring accurately Earth occultation of CXB with a variable 

occultator will be (very?) difficult, especially because:
● Aurorae vary on very different timescales from few seconds to 

several hours (Known from in situ obs. with balloons in the 1960s)
● Are not limited to soft X-rays, but can emit to >~100 keV

●Are we interested in Earth occultation observations ?
‣ Aurorae are an exciting “new source” for INTEGRAL
‣ INTEGRAL has unique capabilities: high orbit, JEM-X, ISGRI, SPI
‣ Interesting subject for outreach ? Link with Clusters mission ?
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Anyway, a great THANK YOU to the ISOC & MOC Team
for all their efforts in preparing and performing these critical observations! 


